
Robust Voyage  
Management Capabilities. 
Simple, Streamlined Experience.



Streamline and elevate 
chartering and operations.

Evolving market realities.

The maritime industry is constantly changing, and 
chartering stakeholders must remain ever-ahead of 
competitive positions and shifts in the bulk commodities 
markets. A VMS unifies critical market data in a single 
workspace to inform stronger decisions. 

Shrinking margins.

With the costs of a voyage’s key inputs at an all-time-high, 
commercial maritime shipping stakeholders must prioritize 
profitability. The VMS enables informed decision making 
that drives commercial success. 

Exactly what you need in a  
voyage management system.

Operational agility.

Amid volatile markets and high client expectations, 
maritime shipping businesses have to up the agility with 
which they respond to market realities. A responsive, 
accessible VMS enables this change.

Dynamic regulatory landscape.

As new industry regulations emerge, particularly 
around decarbonization, an up-to-date VMS provides 
the analytics and reporting capabilities necessary 
to help ensure compliance and integrate regulatory 
considerations into decision making.

As a fully cloud-based solution designed to simplify complex chartering and operations workflows, Q88 VMS 
streamlines and centralizes voyage management in a user-centered interface. Built to transform commercial 
operations without re-engineering them, Q88 VMS provides the full range of capabilities needed to maximize 
voyage success while removing layers of complexity. Here are some of the things that set Q88 VMS apart. 

Simple design to make your life easier.
Q88 VMS is built with users in mind. Avoid the added complications of adopting a new system with quick and 
painless implementation, fast training, and an intuitive interface that supports all of your stakeholders’ require-
ments while delivering the flexibility your organization needs.

Frictionless integrations for one source of truth. 
Q88 VMS works with your key internal systems and offers turnkey integrations with leading industry solutions to 
help ensure complete data continuity, avoid information gaps, and mitigate time-consuming manual data entry.

Timely information for complete visibility. 
Q88 VMS provides full visibility into critical voyage information to support stronger, faster decisions. Under-
stand P&L impacts in real-time, maintain a complete view of voyage operations to optimize performance, and 
keep your workflow moving.

For modern maritime shipping organizations, the importance of an intuitive, connected 
voyage management system has never been greater.  Here’s why:  



Comprehensive features 
to elevate voyage 
management workflows.

Q88 VMS delivers robust voyage management features in an easy-to-use interface. 
With Q88 VMS, you can: 

•  Maintain a complete, accurate view of P&L  for both ongoing and  
historical voyages.

•  Monitor and optimize voyage performance in real-time with centralized 
operational data.

•  Strengthen continuity between chartering and operations  with a single, 
connected workspace.

•  Integrate with accounting systems, providing accurate data and details.

•  Define your own alerts  to help ensure complete and accurate voyage information.

•  Incorporate emissions  into your day-to-day decision making.

•  Understand your market position with a view of competitor positions  
and market trends.

•  Seamlessly share critical voyage data  with key stakeholders  
and counterparties.

Harness critical voyage data from a  
cargo-centric perspective.

For maritime organizations involved in commercial 
trade, a cargo-centric view of voyage data is critical. 
With Q88 VMS’ Cargo Centric module, commodity 
traders and tonnage charterers can easily track 
important cargo and financial data, easily updating 
voyage details from a simple, centralized workspace. 
In turn, counterparties can remain aligned throughout 
the voyage for greater efficiency and performance.
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Are you ready to fast-track 
voyage success?

Visit corp.q88.com to learn more.

Q88 delivers information management and software solutions for 
the global maritime transportation industry. As a platform trusted 
by shipowners, charterers, brokers, and commercial managers, 
Q88’s solutions are designed to streamline operational workflows, 
aggregate a single source of truth, improve data accuracy and 
relevancy, and improve safety outcomes between counterparties.

About Q88

The Q88 VMS clients we are proud to serve:

Simple interface, supportive partnership.
At Q88 and Veson Nautical, we are focused on providing the comprehensive solutions our clients need to elevate voyage 
performance, while delivering the partnership they need to remain ahead in a constantly evolving maritime shipping industry. Here 
are some of the reasons we deliver the market’s leading commercial solutions. 

Commitment to maritime
With decades of collective experience serving the 
maritime shipping industry, our client community 
includes the world’s leading vessel owners, 
operators, commodity traders, and tonnage 
charterers.

Scalable information management
As a long-time leader in information management 
solutions for the global maritime industry, Q88 
has deep expertise in standardizing, scaling, and 
presenting vessel particulars and vetting information.

Secure, cloud-based technology
With secure, cloud-based solutions, we empower 
clients with virtually anytime, anywhere access to the 
information that powers their business with  
nothing more than a connection and a browser.

Ongoing support
Veson Global Services is home to the most 
experienced solution consultants in the maritime 
shipping world. Rely on our proven methodology 
to accelerate implementation, simplify change 
management, and achieve ongoing success.


